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School adopts Outstanding Leadership in Education
programme to unlock potential of aspiring leaders
Committed to constantly improving his outstanding school, and others, Paul
Foster, Senior Vice Principal of Hayes School, talks to us about how he has
used the OLE programme to develop over 100 aspiring and existing school
leaders from the Bromley area – including 66 delegates from his school.
Why did you become involved in the OLE
programme?
“For many years, Hayes has been using the
OLEVI OTP and ITP to improve teaching
across the school, so we relish the
opportunity to be involved in the facilitation
of the Outstanding Leadership in Education
(OLE) programme. We know strong
leadership is an essential part of the success
of schools, and we wanted an effective,
high-quality programme that would develop
highly reflective and effective leaders, at all
levels of the school, who could confidently
build on the school’s considerable successes.
The OLE programme offered this.”

What has been the impact of the OLE
programme?

s Building leadership capacity at all levels:
“Of the 109 delegates on the programmes,
almost 60% went on to promoted positions,
including three Principals; four Vice Principals;
18 Assistant Principals; and 15 Heads of
Department or Year.” Indeed, Paul explained
that “one of the reasons the programme is
so exciting is that no matter your position,
the programme can deepen your thinking
and facilitate change”. He recalled a time
when a group included a long-standing Vice
Principal and an aspiring Head of Department,
discussing what outstanding delegation looks
like and causing them to reflect on their own
leadership behaviour in the process.

s More collaborative and reflective leaders:
Through the programme, delegates embark
on a journey of understanding their own
strengths and areas for development. “Instead
of just ’doing’ leadership, delegates had the
opportunity to stop, reflect and articulate
their leadership behaviours in a similar way
as an outstanding practitioner does with
their teaching.” Valuing the opportunities for
collective learning, and structured time for
reflection and planning, has prompted some
colleagues to return to the programme for a
second time.

s Real change in practice:
Paul insists that the reason for the OLE
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The St Leonards Academy’s
journey to ‘Outstanding’
and Hastings Academy’s
journey to ‘Good’
Building on the success of the
OLE programme within his
school, Paul explains how he also
used it to support another two,
very different schools in the same
Trust to realise their potential.
In spring 2017, after being asked to
conduct a Peer Review in both schools,
Paul Foster saw the OLE programme as a
way of unleashing the potential of both
schools’ leadership, and indeed, for St.
Leonard’s journey to Outstanding and
Hastings’ journey to Good.
As part of the support provided, Paul
facilitated an OLE programme for the
Assistant Headteachers of both schools
with the view of not only developing
these leaders but also identifying potential
facilitators for future programmes.
Paul insists, of all the changes put in
place last term,

programme’s impact is that it concentrates on
delivering concrete improvements to colleagues’
practice during and after the programme, “unlike
other leadership programmes which are often full
of abstract theories and onerous tasks. Instead
the OLE programme explores these concepts
within colleagues’ live leadership challenges,
and generates real solutions.” In particular,
the programme has empowered leaders to
lead strategically with integrity, optimism and
empathy; build teams and delegate effectively; as
well as drive through improvements.

s Consistency:
Paul explained how the programme had
allowed him to work with and through
his middle leaders to establish consistent
practices, from the use of email to the
organisation of meetings. “I could influence
and, if necessary, challenge how we lead
at Hayes in this non-judgemental and
collaborative environment, ensuring our ethos
is embedded across the school.” n

“the OLE programme
moved the school
furthest, fastest.”
He went on to say:

“It created a shared vision and a
sense of collaborative endeavour
at Assistant Headship level that
was not there before.”
Colleagues with the same responsibilities
began working together, pooling
expertise and resources to improve both
schools.
Whilst it is too early to say what impact
this will have on student outcomes, Paul
points to a number of delegates being
promoted to positions within the Trust as
a promising sign. n
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Transforming schools in Uganda

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Jacquie Smith, our Designated
OLEVI Leader in Africa, shares an
update on the engagement with
OLEVI programmes in Scholé
schools in Uganda.
“Question: ‘Will the Outstanding Teacher
Programme (OTP) work in a different school
system?’ Kisubi High School, situated
along the Entebbe Road linking Entebbe to
Kampala, has over 800 students from all over
East Africa and 40 plus teachers, and seemed
an ideal school to answer the question.
There are also worse places to try this out
than Entebbe in 35 degrees of sunshine in
late February!
Kisubi High School (KHS ) was taken over
by Scholé nearly three years ago, with a
mandate to develop a more child-centred
approach to learning. During this time I have
been working alongside KHS staff and Scholé
School Development Directors to do exactly
that, whilst also being conscious that we were
working within the context of an exam system
that rewards the ability to retrieve knowledge,
and for Ugandan O’levels where students are
tested over a four-year curriculum.
Most challenging for us is the fact that most
of the students have not been in the school
for four years and many have gaps in their
education. Here, we don’t have CATS tests
or Reading Ages or SATS tests, but we are in
a great position to develop the use of prior
attainment data – for the first time.
So, we have introduced the Outstanding
Teacher Programme for a group of twelve
‘excellent teachers’ who are driving forward
pedagogy across the school. Alongside this
we are also introducing elements of the
Outstanding Leadership in Education (OLE)
programme to middle leader training.
So far, we have focused on ‘challenge’ and
‘engagement’ to support teachers moving
away from a traditional model of teaching,
and developed our own ‘retrieval’ module
to support the development of long-term
strategies in class to deal with the exam
specifications.
On my latest visit, we focused on
‘differentiation’ – borrowed and developed
from the Improving Teacher Programme
(ITP). Here we grappled with the key
challenges for Ugandan teachers – gaps in
prior learning which have a greater impact
than we would experience in the UK.
All students learn through the medium of
English, but with large numbers of students
from southern Sudan – where education
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We have focused on ‘challenge’
and ‘engagement’ to support
teachers moving away from a
traditional model of teaching,
and introduced differentiation
to help grapple with the key
challenges for Ugandan teachers
- gaps in student’s learning.
may be interrupted – we will have to
develop a new module to focus on literacy/
EAL in this very different context.
KHS has introduced triads, each led by an
excellent teacher, and we have added to this,
OTP triads – with the ‘best growing the best’.
In our most recent whole-staff CPD, our triads
led detailed discussions in what differentiation
might look like in their classrooms.
We have also begun the coaching training
element of the OTP, starting with internal,
focused, and global listening. When
we introduced this alongside a middle
leadership session on ‘holding people to
account’, we witnessed a real impact on
thinking. “I am going to listen more to
colleagues and students with challenges to
get to the bottom of their challenge before
any solution is arrived at,” commented one
delegate. And, as with British teachers, all
promised to practise with their families first!

Also profound in its impact was consultant/
collaborate/coach. The simplicity of the
continuum resulted in deep learning on
when you would use each style.
As we move in KHS towards personalised
CPD, we hope that this flexibility will continue
our commitment to the improvement of all,
and upwards convergence.
So, where next? Well, Scholé is in the
process of acquiring Makini – a highly
successful group of schools in Nairobi and
beyond – and the OTP (and hopefully other
programmes) will be part of that package!

PS If you have oil paints and sketching
crayons you don’t need, the Art
Department at KHS, led by the wonderful
Teacher Fred, would love to have them,
and if you don’t know what to do with
your extra laminated OLEVI resources,
we will surely give them a home! We
are transforming a little-used room into
a ‘thinking space’ where teachers and
school leaders can take time to think.
THANK YOU!
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THE PROVEN IMPACT

CASE
CASESTUDY
STUDY Embedding a coaching culture

“

Investment in coaching has been a crucial part of
the success achieved by the Pioneer Academy schools.
Coaching has united staff at all levels, opening up valuable
communication channels that improve the quality of teaching
and learning. It has opened up a state of mind where learning
and progression is key, helping individuals help themselves,
and maintaining long-term sustainable success.

				

”

Lee Mason-Ellis, CEO, The Pioneer Academy

High expectations for
pupils across the Trust
“Coaching has been so effective
‘in shining a mirror up to colleagues’, and
‘challenging views not consistent with our
values’. As a result, Ofsted saw teachers
‘work together, and are determined to
achieve the highest possible outcomes for
all pupils’.”
Ofsted report, Burnt Oak Primary School, 2015.

Incredible staff
retention
No member of staff who started
in September 2016 left in the July. Lee
Mason-Ellis puts this down to “staff
feeling valued – something that has been
lost in many schools. This has created
massive loyalty to the Trust. For example,
37 teachers from other Trust schools (not
asked or rewarded for their efforts) went
to help at Red Hill School the night before
their Ofsted visit.”

Moving schools from
Good to Outstanding

Academy’s journey with OLEVI sees it become one of the
top performing Multi-Academy Trusts in the country
Lee Mason-Ellis, CEO of The Pioneer Academy Trust,
shares how utilising OLEVI’s coaching programmes and
TLC Model has revolutionised the Trust’s six schools,
from ones ‘no-one wanted’, to being graded Good or
Outstanding in a matter of years.
Why were we drawn to OLEVI?
OLEVI’s coaching ethos is reflective of our
own academy’s vision and mantra. We wanted
to continue improvement in teaching and
learning, and develop leadership further
across all the trust’s schools. We also needed
CPD that focused on pedagogy, not just
curriculum content, to ensure consistent
results in both teacher development and
outcomes for pupils.

How did the OLEVI programmes used
help achieve your goal?
Our partnership with OLEVI has ensured
that our academy fully embeds a coaching
culture across the Academy Trust.
s Power of Coaching (POC) delegates
initially became coaches in their own
schools. As we have grown as an
Academy Trust, those POC delegates now
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have coachees from the schools that
most recently joined us, particularly the
smaller schools where there are not as
many trained coaches.
s Some of our schools have organised
teachers and teaching assistants into
learning trios so that they can observe
each other’s practice, and feed back to
each other, using a coaching model.
s The leaders within the Trust have
completed the Advanced Power of
Coaching (APOC) Programme so they can
lead the coaching strategy within their
own schools, but also coach a Deputy
Headteacher in another Pioneer Academy
school (not their own) to further develop
our next generation of Headteachers.

Coaching was pivotal in moving
the grading of Stewart Fleming Primary:
“Leaders make sure that teachers and
teaching assistants access high-quality
coaching and training. Very thoughtfully
selected training and coaching has
secured outstanding teaching, learning
and assessment across the school.”
Ofsted report, Stewart Fleming Primary School, 2016.

Growth culture
“Coaching is perceived positively.
Having the opportunity to be
coached is seen as a ‘badge of honour’.”
Lee recalls an outstanding teacher, who
had recently improved her practice,
complain that she had not yet been given
the opportunity to be coached.

“Embedding a coaching
culture across the Trust
has ensured staff are
ambitious, proactive and
loyal, working together to
transform the life chances
of all pupils.”
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Programmes for Summer 2018

OLEVI MEMBERS’ BOARD

29

New Member Schools have
joined our growing alliance!
Welcome!

Thank you, also, to all existing members
who have renewed their OLEVI
Membership Licence. It is heartening to
see so many of you benefiting from it.

OLEVI MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Part of an educational
community that engages in a
collaborative ethos and sharing
of best practice.

The Power of Coaching Train the
Trainers (POC TTT)
Date: JUNE 19-20, 2018
Time: 9.30am-4.00pm (each day)
Cost: £680.00 plus VAT

Outstanding Teacher Assistant
Programme Train the Trainers
(OTAP TTT)

Staff who feel valued, and
invested in, to achieve their
potential.

Date: MAY 22-24, 2018
Time: 9.30am-4.00pm (each day)

Increased teaching
expectations of pupils’ learning,
thus improved learning
outcomes.

Cost: £680.00 plus VAT

The Advanced Power of Coaching
(APOC)
Date: JUNE 5 & 6, and JULY 9, 2018
Day One (5 June): 1.00pm-4.30pm
Day Two (6 June): 9.30am-4.30pm
Day Three (9 July): 9.30am-4.30pm
Cost: £475.00 plus VAT

Outstanding Facilitator Programme
(OFP)

Date: JUNE 25-27, 2018
Time: 9.30am-4.00pm (each day)
Cost: £680.00 plus VAT
STAY IN TOUCH!
			

Date: JUNE 12-14, 2018
Time: 9.30am-4.30pm (each day)

Achieving the moral
commitment

Date: JULY 3-5, 2018
Time: 9.30am-4.30pm (each day)

FREE!

VENUE
All programmes will be held at:
OLEVI Conference Centre, Jariram,
6 Gladstone Road,
Orpington, Kent BR6 7EA

FOLLOW US @OLEVItalk
for programme updates and latest news

OTP PLUS: Take teaching to another level
Would OTP PLUS drive improvement across your organisation?
We are excited to offer OLEVI member schools the opportunity to host
the latest programme from the Teaching & Learning syllabus. As part of
the first phase of programmes, this is an opportunity for your school to
benefit educationally and financially, working in direct partnership with
OLEVI. The programme is a fantastic opportunity, and will challenge your
very best teachers (who have already attended OTP or OFP) to not only
further improve their own practice, but also demonstrate their ability to
lead and develop others with them. It is designed to strategically raise the
performance of teaching and learning across the whole school.
OTP PLUS consists of regular meetings over a term, to explore and develop
practice in the most complex and nuanced areas of pedagogy. The learning
areas have a strong evidence base, proving them to be most cost-effective
in maximising learners’ outcomes. Delegates will be able to explicitly rolemodel these complex learning processes with others, for both teachers and
students, enabling effective sharing of knowledge and skills.
If you would like to be a part of the first wave of OTP PLUS providers,
please get in touch! (Facilitators and resources will be provided as part of
the package.) Contact: Mona Bhatti: mb@olevi.com
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Access to the full delegatelevel programmes within the
Teaching & Learning, Coaching,
and Leadership Syllabus.

Teaching and Learning

Cost: £680.00 plus VAT

Outstanding Leadership in
Education Train the Trainers
(OLE TTT)

Access to members’ area
through the OLEVI website.

Free place on ‘Member Days’,
held throughout the year, at the
OLEVI Conference Centre.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Headteacher/Senior Leader
Conceptualisation Day
Date: MAY 17, 2018
Time: 10.00am-2.00pm
MEMBER DAYS ARE FREE TO MEMBER
SCHOOLS. There is a fee of £185.00 plus
VAT to those wishing to attend from
non-member schools.

BOOK NOW AT WWW.OLEVI.COM
Session

Focus

Date

Time

Venue

1

Conceptualisation
& Collaboration

23/04/2018

9.00am4.00pm

OLEVI
Conference
Centre

2

Meta-cognition &
Self-regulation

10/05/2018

8.30am12.30pm

OCC

3

APOC 1

25/05/2018

9.00am4.00pm

OCC

In-school Practice

4
5

APOC 2

08/06/2018

9.00am4.00pm

OCC

6

Feedback

15/06/2018

9.00am4.00pm

OCC

8.30am12.30pm

OCC

In-school Practice

7
8

Mastery

9

29/06/2018

In-school Practice

10

Impact

10/07/2018

8.30am12.30pm

OCC

11

Action Research
Conference

25/09/2018

9.00am4.00pm

OCC

Train the Trainers programme will be available soon!
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